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ABSTRACT
Community Question Answering (CQA) services, such as
Yahoo! Answers and WikiAnswers, have become popular
with users as one of the central paradigms for satisfying
users’ information needs. The task of question retrieval aims
to resolve one’s query directly by finding the most relevant
questions (together with their answers) from an archive of
past questions. However, as the text of each question is
short, there is usually a lexical gap between the queried
question and the past questions. To alleviate this prob-
lem, we present a hybrid approach that blends several lan-
guage modelling techniques for question retrieval, namely,
the classic (query-likelihood) language model, the state-of-
the-art translation-based language model, and our proposed
semantics-based language model. The semantics of each can-
didate question is given by a probabilistic topic model which
makes use of local and global semantic graphs for capturing
the hidden interactions among entities (e.g., people, places,
and concepts) in question-answer pairs. Experiments on two
real-world datasets show that our approach can significantly
outperform existing ones.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval–Clustering; H.2.8 [Information Sys-
tems Applications]: Database Applications–Data min-
inglgorithm, Experimentation
Keywords
Community Question Answering; Question Retrieval; Knowl-
edge Repository; Topic Modelling; Language Modelling
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Community Question Answering (CQA)
services, such as Yahoo! Answers, WikiAnswers, Quora,
Stack Overflow, and Baidu Zhidao, have become popular
knowledge sources for Internet users to access useful infor-
mation online. When a user submits a new question (i.e.,
query) in CQA, the system would usually check whether
similar questions have already been asked and answered be-
fore. If so, the user’s query could be resolved directly by re-
turning those archive questions (i.e., documents) with their
corresponding answers.
Identifying relevant questions in CQA repositories is a dif-
ficult task, since the questions asked by users are always
short texts which would lead to a lexical gap between the
queried question and the past questions. In addition, the
limited length of questions causes the sparsity of word fea-
tures. To address the above limitations, researchers have
proposed the use of translation models [16,33] to capture the
semantic relations between words. While useful in general,
the effectiveness of such models largely depends on the avail-
ability of high-quality parallel corpora (e.g., question-answer
pairs in this context). Furthermore, simple word-level anal-
ysis model cannot handle cases where entities (e.g., people,
places, and concepts) are expressed by multi-word phrases.
To go beyond the mere word-level analysis, this paper pro-
poses a question retrieval framework on the basis of semantic
graphs which makes use of an external resource (namely DB-
pedia) as the background knowledge to overcome the prob-
lem of the lexical gap between the queried question and the
past questions. As a simple illustration, Figure 1 displays
a piece of global semantic graph produced by our proposed
knowledge-rich approach 1 (cf. Section 4.2.1) from two ques-
tions: “Why Kobe is better than Jordan?” and “Who is bet-
ter Kobe Bryant or Lebron James?”. From this graph, one
can easily see that “Basketball” and “BasketballPlayer” are
the central entities (i.e., concepts in DBPedia) of these two
questions, even though these entities didn’t appear in the
original questions. Furthermore, the rich semantic connec-
tions among entities could be exploited to help inferring the
1https://github.com/long4glasgow/Semantics-based-
Question-Retrieval
Figure 1: A piece of global semantic graph generated from
two questions in Yahoo! Answers
latent topics of each question. Therefore, we would like to
learn the interrelationships between entities in the global
semantic graph, would allow effective information sharing
among all questions in the archive. In addition to the global
semantic graph, the inference of a question’s latent topics
could benefit from examining its similar questions according
to their individual semantic graphs. In other words, if two
questions have a large degree of overlap in terms of their
semantic entities and relations, they probably bear a close
topical resemblance to each other. Therefore, we also con-
struct local semantic graphs for each question-answer pair
in the archive with the hope to utilize their semantic simi-
larities.
Given the semantic graphs, a novel topic modelling frame-
work is proposed, namely, Semantic Graph based Topic Model
(SGTM), which can seamlessly incorporate entities and re-
lations from the semantic graphs into topic modelling. We
then present a hybrid approach that blends several lan-
guage modelling techniques for question retrieval, namely,
the classic (query-likelihood) language model, the state-of-
the-art translation-based language model, and our proposed
semantics-based language model. Experiments on two real-
world datasets show that the hybrid approach to question
retrieval outperforms existing approaches significantly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We firstly
introduce the related work in Section 2. Section 3 formally
defines the problem of topic modelling with semantic graph.
Section 4 and 5 systematically present the proposed SGTM
framework and the mixture language model. The experi-
mental results of question clustering and question retrieval
are reported in Section 6. Finally, we present our conclusion
and future work in Section 7.
2. RELATEDWORK
2.1 Topic Model with Network Analysis
The techniques of topic modelling, such as PLSA [12] and
LDA [31], provide an elegant mathematical way to analyze
large volumes of unlabelled text. Recently, a large num-
ber of studies, such as Author-Topic Model (ATM) [28] and
Contextual Focused Topic Model (CFTM) [9], try to inte-
grate some side information of network structure with topic
modelling, but they mostly focus on homogeneous networks
rather than heterogeneous networks. Entity-Topic Model
(ETM) [18] combined LDA with entity-document relations,
which is somewhat similar to our idea. However it assumes
that an edge (entity-document )created in exactly the same
way as a word, whereas our approach directly takes into ac-
count several types of relations (entity-document and entity-
entity relations) through regularized propagation.
In Mei’s seminal work [24], a homogeneous network was
employed as a biased regularizer to overcome the overfitting
problem of topic modelling. Deng et al. [10] later on com-
bined Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [12]
(see Section 4.1) with the regularizer learned from a het-
erogeneous network. However, it was originally designed for
academic networks, and thus didn’t utilize the contextual
information from any knowledge repositories. In addition,
their framework only incorporates the heterogeneous net-
work (i.e., relations among entities), while the homogeneous
network (i.e., relations between entity pairs with weight) is
completely ignored, whereas we consider both of them in our
proposed framework.
2.2 Knowledge Rich Approaches
The recent advances in knowledge-rich approaches (e.g.,
DBPedia2 and Knowledge Graph3) provide new techniques
to gain insight into the semantic structure of a question
archive. While enormous success has been made in sev-
eral NLP tasks such as document similarity [26], topic la-
belling [15], and question answering [5], the feasibility and ef-
fectiveness of such knowledge-rich approaches in topic mod-
elling and question retrieval are mostly unknown. Hulpus et
al. [15] reported a framework that extracts sub-graphs from
DBpedia to label the topics obtained from a topic model.
However, they consider topic model and graph labelling as
two separate processes, which may result in the loss of rich
semantics. On the contrary, our framework discovers the
latent topics and semantic network simultaneously, reinforc-
ing the topic model performance with multi-typed relations.
In addition, their graph construction process relies on a
small set of manually selected DBpedia relations, which does
not scale and needs to be tuned each time given a differ-
ent knowledge repository. Instead, we pruned our seman-
tic graphs by filtering and weighting the edges (see Section
4.2.2). This may look similar to [26], but their work at-
tempts to produce graph-representation of documents for
the task of document ranking, while we aim to construct se-
mantic graphs for the task of topic modelling and question
retrieval.
2.3 Question Retrieval
The technique of language modelling has proved to be
effective for question retrieval in CQA. The state-of-the-
art approach utilized the classic (query-likelihood) language
model [34] (see Section 5.1) together with the translation-
based language model [16,33] (see Section 5.2). Ji et al. [17]
have recently reported an approach to question retrieval
based on the question-answer topic model which uses LDA
to learn the latent topics underlying the surface text of
question-answer pairs. However, the semantic level of their
work is substantially different from ours: their topic model
is designed at word level, whereas ours relies on the external
knowledge repository at the concept level, and thereby the
topics in our model are more general and expressive.
2http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
3https://developers.google.com/freebase/
Cao et al. have proposed a category-based language model
[6, 7] for question retrieval, but it requires users to manu-
ally assign one topic category to each of their query ques-
tions, which is not always feasible. Instead of using the
manually labelled categories, Zhou et al. [36] later on im-
proved Cao’s framework using category-based entries ex-
tracted from Wikipedia, but their category-based model can-
not be applied straightforwardly to incorporate topics into
question retrieval, because it assumes that a question be-
longs to one and only one topic, while we believe that a
question can have multiple topics (each to a certain degree).
3. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we formally introduce several concepts and
notations.
Definition 1 (Question): A question d in a archive
D is a sequence of words w1w2....w|d|, where wi is a word
from a fixed vocabulary. Following a common simplification
in most work in information retrieval [12], we consider each
question (i.e., document) as a bag of words, and use n(d,w)
to denote the number of occurrence of word w in d.
Definition 2 (Entity): An entity e in our system, given
that we are using DBPedia resource URIs, can be either
an instance or a concept in DBPedia. The former are con-
crete entries of DBPedia (e.g. dbpedia : Barrack Obama),
while the latter are the classes found within the DBPedia
Ontology (i.e., the types of instances such as people, places,
organizations).
Definition 3 (Semantic Graph): A semantic graph G
consists of V the set of entities in the text data and E the
set of edges representing the relations between entities. For
instance, an edge < u, v > is a binary directed relation from
entity u to entity v, where we use w(u, v) to denote the
weight of < u, v >.
We call the semantic graph built from the entire corpus
(the archive of past questions) the global semantic graph,
and those built from individual documents (i.e., questions)
local semantic graphs
Now we can formulate our problem of SGTM as follows.
Given a question archive D and its corresponding semantic
graph G = (V,E), we would like to extract K major top-
ics Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zK} from D, where zk is a probability
distribution of words, and the probability of a word w is de-
noted as P (w|z). What SGTM essentially does is to group
similar or related questions into semantic clusters according
to not only their textual similarity but also the underlying
semantic graphs.
4. TOPIC MODELS
In this section, we propose a propagation algorithm to
combine semantic graphs with the textual information for
topic modelling, namely Regularized Propagation. The
goal of this algorithm is to estimate the probabilities of top-
ics for documents as well as other associated entities, in order
to improve the performance of topic modelling.
4.1 Probabilistic Topic Models
In Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [12], an
unobserved topic variable zk ∈ {z1, ..., zK} is inferred from
the occurrences of different words wj ∈ {w1, ..., wM} in a
particular document di ∈ {d1, ..., dN}. The joint probability
of an observed pair (d,w) can be expressed as
P (di, wj) = P (di)
K∑
k=1
P (wj |zk)P (zk|di) (1)
where P (wj |zk) is the probability of word wj occurring in
topic zk, and P (zk|dj) is the probability of topic zk for doc-
ument di. The model parameters can be estimated by max-
imizing the log likelihood of the document collection D
L(D) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
n(di, wj) log
K∑
k=1
P (wj |zk)P (zk|di) (2)
through Expectation-Maximization (EM) [12].
PLSA provides a simplistic solution to find topics of doc-
uments. There is no guarantee that documents are asso-
ciated with similar topics. Furthermore, in PLSA there is
no constraint on the parameters θki = P (zk|di), the num-
ber of which grows linearly with the data. Therefore, the
model tends to overfit the data. Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) [31] which is essentially the Bayesian version of
PLSA, can alleviate the overfitting problem, but it still ig-
nores the semantic relationships among documents. In this
paper, we propose to use the semantic graphs of the docu-
ment collection to enhance PLSA topic modelling.
4.2 Semantic Graph based Topic Model
Generally speaking, an entity e ∈ V is likely to be rele-
vant to a specific topic of a question if its adjacent entities
in the semantic graph are largely relevant to that topic. Fol-
lowing this intuition, we define a regularization term for the
learning of topic model:
RV (G) = (1− µ)
|D|∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
(P (zk|di)−
∑
ei∈Vl
∑
eu∈Vdi
P (zk|ei)w(ei|eu))2
+µ
|D|∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
(P (zk|di)−
∑
ej∈Vg
∑
eu∈Vdi
P (zk|ej)w(ej |eu))2 (3)
where µ is a bias parameter which strikes the optimal bal-
ance between the local semantic graph and the global se-
mantic graph. Vl and Vg are two set of entities derived by
local semantic graph and global semantic graph (see Section
4.2.1), respectively. P (zk|ei) and P (zk|ej) are estimated in
the same way as P (zk|di) by using the EM algorithm (see
Section 5.4.1). w(ei|eu) is the weight between entity ei and
eu in local semantic graph, w(ej |eu) is the weight between
entity ej and eu in global semantic graph (see Section 4.2.2).
To incorporate both the textual information and the se-
mantic graph into the topic model, we define a regularized
propagation framework by adding the regularization term
with weight λ to the log-likelihood as follows:
L′rp(D) = −(1− λ)L(D) + λRV (GD) (4)
where RV is defined in equation (3). By minimizing RV , we
will smooth the topic distribution on the semantic graphs,
where adjacent entities would have similar topic distribu-
tions. On the other hand, by minimizing −L(C), we will
find P (zi|d) and P (w|zi) which fit the text as much as pos-
sible. The parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] is set to control the bal-
ance between the log-likelihood and the smoothness of topic
distributions over the semantic graphs. When λ = 0, the
Figure 2: A sample semantic graph
objective function backs off to the standard PLSA. Mini-
mizing L′rp(D) would only give us the topics which best fit
the content of the document collection D. When λ = 1, the
objective function backs off to RV , which can be deemed as
a “loss function” to measure how well the topic distributions
on the semantic graph are consistent with the topic distri-
bution on the documents. This is related to the objective
of spectral clustering (e.g., ratio cut [8]). By minimizing
L′rp(D), we can extract question clusters that making use of
not only the text content of documents but also the structure
of semantic graphs.
4.2.1 Mapping Questions into Semantic Graphs
When computing P (ej |eu) in the above SGTM model, the
method of [26] is adopted to construct the semantic graph.
We start with a set of input entities C, which is found by
using the off-the-shelf entity recognition tool DBpedia Spot-
light4.
We then create a directed graph G as follows: 1) we de-
fine the set of entities V of G to be made up of all input
entities, i.e., we set V := C; 2) we connect the entities in V
based on the directed paths found between them in DBpe-
dia. Specifically, the set of entities in V are expanded into a
graph by conducting a depth-first search along the DBpedia
graph and adding all the visited relations and entities, to
a certain limit. So the finally constructed semantic graph
consists of all the “seed” entities identified from the docu-
ments together with all the edges found along the paths up
to maximal length L that connect them. In this work, we
set L = 2, as we find that the model with L > 2 tends to
produce very large graphs and introduce lots of noise.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of a semantic graph gener-
ated from the set of entities { db:Jim Mruphy, db:Ruth
Davidson, db:SNP }, which are found in the question
“Have Jim Murphy and Ruth Davidson won SNP’s general
election?” Starting from these seed entities, we conduct a
depth-first search to add relevant intermediate entities and
relations to G (e.g., db:scotland and foaf:person). As a
result, we obtain a semantic graph with additional entities
and edges which provide us with rich knowledge about the
original entities. Please note that we create two kinds of
semantic graphs, namely, local semantic graph and global
4https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight
semantic graph. A local semantic graph is built for an in-
dividual question (associated with its answers) in order to
detect its pairwise contextual similarities with other ques-
tions. The global semantic graph is constructed from the
entities in the entire question archive, in order to capture
the global contextual information of all existing questions.
4.2.2 Semantic Relation Weighting
So far, we simply traverse a set of input entities from DB-
pedia graph. However, DBpedia ontology contains seman-
tic relations at different levels which may not be equally
informative. For example, in Figure 2, the seed entities
db:Jim Murphy and db:Ruth Davidson can be con-
nected through both rdf:type foaf:person and dbpprop:birthPlace,
but the former is less informative since it can apply to a large
number of entities (i.e., all people in DBpedia). We can use
real-valued weights to describe the degree of correlation be-
tween entities in the graph, and the core idea underlying our
weighting scheme is to reward those edges that are most spe-
cific to the entities connected by them. Therefore we define
the weighting function as
W = − log(P (WPred)) (5)
where W is the weight of an edge, P (WPred) is the probabil-
ity that the predicate WPred (such as rdf:type) is describing
the specific semantic relation. This measure is based on the
hypothesis that specificity is a good estimator for relevance.
We can compute the document frequency for each type of
predicates, as we have the whole DBpedia database avail-
able and are able to query for all possible realizations of
the variable XPred. P (WPred) is then defined in a similar
way as the tf-idf [23] representation of WPred. In our ex-
ample, an edge labelled with rdf:type will accordingly get
a weight W which is considerably lower than those labelled
with dbpprop:birthplace.
There are often multiple relations between two entities,
so the relation with the highest weight will be selected as
the final edge. For instance, in the above example, db:Jim
Murphy and db:Ruth Davidson can be connected by
db:glasgow, foaf:person, and db:scotland. The path to
db:glasgow will be selected since dbowl:residence has a
higher weight than dbpprop:birthPlace and rdf:type.
5. RETRIEVAL MODELS
5.1 Classic Language Model
Using the classic (query-likelihood) language model [34]
for information retrieval, we can measure the relevance of
an archive question d with respect to the query question q
as:
Pcla(q|d)=
∏
w∈q
Pcla(w|d) (6)
assuming that each term w in the query q is generated in-
dependently by the unigram model of document d. The
probabilities Pcla(w|d) are estimated from the bag of words
in document d with Dirichlet prior smoothing.
5.2 Translation-based Language Model
There are often lexical gaps between a query question
and archive questions in CQA. For example, “Where can
I see movies for free online” and “Anyone share me a DVD
streaming link?” probably have the same meaning but are
expressed in quite different words. It has been demonstrated
that this issue could be addressed by the translation-based
language model [16,33]:
Ptra(q|d) =
∏
w∈q
Ptra(w|d) (7)
Ptra(w|d)=
∑
t∈d
P (w|t)P (t|d) (8)
where P (w|t) represents the probability of a document term
t being translated into a query term w. As in [33], we esti-
mate such word-to-word translation probabilities P (w|t) on
a parallel corpus that consists of 200,000 archived question-
answer pairs from Yahoo! Answers.
5.3 Topic-based Language Model
There could be different topics underlying different ques-
tions. In this paper, we propose to take the latent topics
into account for question retrieval in the language modelling
framework:
Ptop(q|d) =
∏
w∈q
Ptop(w|d) (9)
Ptop(w|d)=
N∑
k=1
P (w|zk)P (zk|d) (10)
where zk represents a latent topics learned from the TMBP
model [10], P (w|zk) is the unigram language model of topic
zk, and P (zk|d) is the probability that document d belongs
to topic zk. In this model, topics are captured at the con-
cept level since an entity network is incorporated into the
topic modelling framework. However, instead of exploiting
external knowledge, such as DBpedia, the topic distribution
of each entity is learned indirectly from its corresponding
documents.
5.4 Semantics-based Language Model
The semantics-based language model proposed by us aims
to capture the latent topics in a better way via exploiting the
hidden interactions among different entities in the SGTM.
It can be descried formally as follows:
Psem(q|d) =
∏
w∈q
Psem(w|d) (11)
Psem(w|d)=
N∑
k′=1
P (w|z′k)PE(z′k|d) (12)
where z′k represents a latent topics, P (w|z′k) is its corre-
sponding unigram language model and PE(z
′
k|d) is the prob-
ability that the question d belongs to that topic (cf. Section
5.4.1).
Compared to the topic-based language model of [17], the
semantics-based language model presented above is more
general and more robust, because instead of learning top-
ics solely from the document collection at the word-level,
it utilizes the SGTM topics which are at multiple seman-
tic levels, namely words, entities, and the entity relations
extracted from the knowledge repository, DBpedia.
5.4.1 Model Fitting with the EM Algorithm
To estimate P (w|zk) and P (zk|d) in the above model, we
use the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, which
alternates two steps, E-step and M-step. The unobserved
latent variables in our model include φ = P (wj |zk), θ =
P (zk|di), and ϕ = P (zk|el).
Let us first consider the parameter estimation in PLSA. In
E-step, we calculate the posterior probabilities P (zk|di, wj , el):
P (zk|di, wj) = P (wj |zk)P (zk|di)∑K
k′=1 P (wj |zk′)P (zk′ |di)
(13)
P (zk|di, el) = P (zk|el)P (el|di)∑K
k′=1 P (zk′ |el)P (el|di)
(14)
In the M-step, we maximize the expected complete data
log-likelihood for PLSA:
QD =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
n(di, wj)
K∑
k=1
P (zk|di, wj) log
K∑
k=1
P (wj |zk)P (zk|di)
(15)
There is a closed-form solution [10] to maximizeQD, which
are listed in Equation 16, 17, and 18.
P (wj |zk) =
∑N
i=1 n(di, wj)P (zk|di, wj)∑M
j′=1
∑N
i=1 n(di, wj′)P (zk|di, wj′)
(16)
P (zk|di) =
∑M
j=1 n(di, wj)P (zk|di, wj)∑M
j′=1 n(di, wj′)
(17)
P (zk|el) =
∑S
s=1 n(el, ws)P (zk|di, el)∑S
s′=1 n(el, ws′)
(18)
Thus the model parameters in PLSA could be estimated
efficiently using the standard EM algorithm. However, due
to the introduction of the regularizer RV (G), there is no such
closed form solutions for parameter estimation in SGTM
(Equation 4). Fortunately, we can use the generalized EM
algorithm [25] to maximize the log-likelihood of L′rp(D). In
the following, we will explain the model fitting procedure for
L′rp(D).
It is easy to see that L′rp(D) and L(D) share the same
hidden variables zk, and therefore could have the same E-
step. Since the regularization RV (G) doesn’t involve the
parameter P (wj |zk), we can still use the same M-step es-
timation for P (wj |zk) as in Equation 16. Now the prob-
lem is how to estimate the parameter values φ = P (zk|di)
and θ = P (zk|el). Instead of maximizing P (zk|di) and
P (zk|el) directly, the generalized EM algorithm tires to im-
prove the expected P (zk|di) as follows. First, we find θ(1)t+1
using Equation 13 and 14, which maximizes QD instead of
L′rp(D). Then, we start from θ
(1)
t+1 and try to minimize
RV (G), which can be done through the Newton-Raphson
method [4]. Given a function f(x) and the initial value xt,
the Newton-Raphson updating formula to decrease f(x) is
xt+1 = xt − ξ f
′(x)
f ′′(x) , where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 is the step parameter.
With θ
(1)
t+1, we can decrease R(G) by updating P (zk|di) in
each step.
PE(zk|d)(n+1)t+1 = ξP (zk|d)(n)t+1 + (1− ξ)
∑
e∈Vd
P (zk|e)
|Vd| (19)
where P (zk|di, el) is obtained from the initial E-step, the
step parameter ξ can be interpreted as a controlling factor
of smoothing the topic distribution among the adjacent enti-
ties. It repeatedly updates PE(zk|d)nt+1 until PE(zk|d)n+1t+1 ≤
PE(zk|d)nt+1. We summarize the generalised EM algorithm
for parameter estimation in this regularized propagation frame-
work by using generalized EM algorithm in Algorithm 1.
5.5 Mixture Model
Since the classic language model, the translation-based
language model and the semantics-based language model
cover different grained semantic levels, it would be beneficial
to combine their strengths for question retrieval. So we can
mix the above language models via linear combination:
Pmix(q|d)=αPcla(q|d) + βPtra(q|d) + γPsem(q|d) (20)
where α, β, and γ are three non-negative weight parame-
ters satisfying α + β + γ = 1. When γ = 0, the complete
mixture model backs off to the current state-of-the-art ap-
proach, i.e., the combination of the classic language model
and the translation-based language model [33].
Algorithm 1: Model fitting for regularized propagation
Input : Input data, which includes: G = (V,E) with
word occurrences n(di, wj). The number of
topics K, Newton step parameter γ,
regularization parameter λ.
Output: φ = P (wj |zk), θ = P (zk|di), and ϕ = P (zk|el)
1 1: Random initialize the probability distribution φ0 and
θ0
2 2: t← 0;
3 while t < MaxIteration do
4 E-step: Calculate P (zk|di, wj) and P (zk|di, el) as
in Eq. 13 and 14
5 M-step:
6 Re-estimate P (wj |zk) as in Eq. 16
7 Re-estimate P (zk|di) as in Eq. 17
8 Re-estimate P (zk|el) as in Eq. 18
9 P (zk|di)1t+1 ← P (zk|di)t+1
10 Calculate P (zk|di)2t+1 as in Eq. 19
11 while L′rp(C)
2
t+1 > L
′
rp(C)
1
t+1 do
12 P (zk|di)1t+1 ← P (zk|di)2t+1
13 Calculate θ2t+1, update P (zk|e)t+1
14 end
15 if L′rp(C)(θ
(1)
t+1) ≥ L′rp(C)(θt) then
16 P (zk|di)t+1 ← P (zk|di)1t+1
17 update P (zk|e)t+1
18 end
19 else
20 Keep current θ, φ
21 end
22 t← t+ 1
23 end
6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experimental Setup
We conducted experiments on two real-world CQA datasets.
The first dataset, YA, comes from Yahoo! Answers. It is
part of Yahoo! Labs’ Webscope5 L6 dataset that consists of
5http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/
Table 1: Statistics of the YA and WA datasets
.
YA WA
# of questions 40,000 40,000
# of entities (local) 123,263 83,541
# of entities (global) 27,324 24,750
# of relations (local) 142,454 159,492
# of relations (global) 71,719 69,713
4,483,032 questions with their answers from 1 January 2006
to 1 January 2007. The second dataset, WA, comes from
WikiAnswers. It contains 824,320 questions with their an-
swers collected from WikiAnswers6 from 1 January 2012 to
1 June 2012.
In order to produce the semantic graphs, we first apply
DBpedia Spotlight on each question-answer pair of these
two datasets. We use the subject field as question part and
the bestanswer field as the answer part. The text of ques-
tions and answers have been preprocessed by case-folding
and stopword-removal (using a standard list of 418 common
words). Given the disambiguated entities (see Section 4.2.1),
we create local and global entity collections, respectively, for
constructing local and global semantic graphs. The creation
process of entity collections is organized as a pipeline of fil-
tering operations:
1. The isolated entities, which have no connections with
the other members of the entity collection in the DB-
pedia repository, would be removed, since are almost
useless in the topic propagation process.
2. The infrequent entities, which appear in less than five
documents when constructing the global entity collec-
tion, would be discarded.
3. Similar to the previous step, we discard entities that
appear less than twice in the question archive when
constructing the local entity collections.
6.2 Experiments with Topic Modelling
We first experimented with topic modelling on 40,000 ques-
tions that are randomly sampled from the top ten categories
of YA and WA dataset, respectively. The statistics of these
two datasets along with their corresponding entities and re-
lations are shown in Table 1. The top ten categories distri-
butions in these two datasets are shown in Figure 3.
We randomly split each of the dataset into a training set, a
validation set, and a test set with the ratio 2:1:1. We learned
the parameters of the Semantic Graph based Topic Model
(SGTM) as well as several other representative topic models
from the training set, tuned the parameters of each model
on the validation set, and evaluated the performance of each
model on the test set. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
our SGTM method, we compare it with the following topic
modelling techniques:
• PLSA: The baseline approach which only employs the
classic Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [12].
• ATM: Author Topic Model, which combines LDA with
authorship network [28]. In our experiments, authors
are replaced with entities.
6http://wiki.answers.com/
Figure 3: (a) and (b) show the category distribution of YA and WA datasets respectively
• TMBP: The state-of-the-art approach, Topic Model
with Biased Propagation [10], which combines PLSA
with an entity network (without using any external
knowledge, such as DBpedia).
• SGTM: Our proposed Semantic Graph based Topic
Model (See Section 4.2).
In order to evaluate our proposed topic model and com-
pare it to existing ones, we use two metrics, accuracy (AC)
and normalized mutual information (NMI), which are pop-
ular for evaluating the effectiveness of clustering methods.
The accuracy is defined as AC =
∑n
1 δ(ai,map(li))
n
[32], where
n denotes the total number of questions, δ(x, y) is the delta
function that equals one if x = y and zero otherwise, and
map(li) is the mapping function that maps each cluster label
li to the corresponding label from the data corpus. Given
two sets of document clusters, C and C′, their mutual in-
formation is defined as: MI(C,C′) =
∑
ci∈C,c′j∈C′ p(ci, c
′
j) ·
log2
p(ci,c
′
j)
p(ci)·p(c′j)
[32], where p(ci) and p(c
′
j) are the probabili-
ties that a randomly chosen document belongs to the clusters
ci and c
′
j , respectively, and p(ci, c
′
j) is the joint probability
that a randomly chosen document belongs to the cluster ci
and c′j at the same time.
Parameter Setting: For PLSA, we only use question-
answer pairs for question clustering with no additional en-
tity information. For ATM, we use symmetric Dirichlet pri-
ors in the LDA estimation with α = 50/K and β = 0.01,
which are common settings in the literature. For TMBP, an
entity-based heterogeneous network is constructed, and its
parameter settings were set to be identical to those in [10].
Consistent to our previous setting of top 10 categories,
we set the number of topics (K) to be 10 for both YA and
WA. Figure 4 shows how the SGTM clustering performance
varies with the different parameter values. The essential
parameters in the SGTM framework are λ and µ. As men-
tioned in Section 4.2, λ controls the relative importance of
the inherent textual information against the semantic graph
information, and µ controls the balance between the local se-
mantic graph and the global semantic graph. When λ = 0,
it is the baseline PLSA model. When λ = 1, is is entirely
determined by the graph regulation term RV (cf. Equation
3). The performance of question clustering were tuned on
the validation set and evaluated on the training set through
5-fold validation. The results reported in Figure 4 are those
averaged over the five trials. It can be seen that SGTM
with global semantic graphs generally performs better than
SGTM with local semantic graphs, which possibly suggests
that the global context is more important than the local con-
text for the purpose of question clustering. Furthermore, the
best performance is achieved when combining these two with
the parameter setting: λ = 0.4 and µ = 0.5.
Table 2 depicts the question clustering performances of
different topic modelling methods. For each method, 20 test
runs are conducted on the test set, and the final perfor-
mance scores were calculated by averaging the scores from
those runs. It can be seen that ATM outperforms the base-
line PLSA with additional entity network information. As
expected, TMBP outperforms ATM since it directly incor-
porates the heterogeneous network of entities. Our proposed
SGTM improves accuracy by 9.1% over the classical PLSA
baseline, and 2.9% over the state-of-the-art TMBP on YA
dataset. A comparison using the paired t-test clearly shows
that SGTM outperforms all the other methods PLSA, ATM,
and TMBP significantly. This indicates that exploiting the
semantic graph knowledge greatly improve the performance
of topic modelling.
6.3 Experiments with Question Retrieval
We then experimented with question retrieval with a sim-
ilar setup in [33]: 50 questions were randomly sampled from
the YA and WA datasets respectively for testing, and the
top archive questions (i.e., search results) returned for each
test query question were manually labelled as either relevant
or not.
In our question retrieval experiments, we compare the fol-
lowing four approaches:
• the baseline approach which only employs the classic
language model (C);
• the state-of-the-art approach which combines the clas-
sic language model and the translation-based language
model (C+T) [33];
• the proposed hybrid approach which blends the classic
language model, the translation-based language model,
and the topic-based language model (C+T+T) [10];
• a hybrid approach which combines the classic language
model, the translation-based language model, and the
semantics-based language model (C+T+S).
(a) YA (b) WA
(c) YA (d) WA
Figure 4: (a) and (b) show the accuracy (%) of SGTM framework with varying parameters λ and µ; (c) and (d) show the
NMI (%) of SGTM framework with varying parameters λ and µ.
Table 2: The clustering performance of different methods on (a) YA and (b) WA datasets ( -*-* and -* indicate the statistical
significance of performance decrease from that of SGTM with p-value <0.01 and p-value < 0.05, respectively).
(a) YA
PLSA ATM TMBP SGTM
AC 0.662-*-* 0.685-* 0.724-* 0.753
NMI 0.657-*-* 0.732-* 0.765-* 0.819
(b) WA
PLSA ATM TMBP SGTM
AC 0.636-*-* 0.649-*-* 0.652-* 0.694
NMI 0.654-*-* 0.689-*-* 0.717-* 0.734
Parameter Setting: All parameter values of these ap-
proaches to question retrieval were tuned according to Pre-
cision at 10 (P@10) [22] or Mean Average Precision (MAP)
[22]. The mixture coefficients in Equation 20 were tuned
on the training data to achieve optimal results, as shown in
Table 3. In the mixture models (C+T) and (C+T+S), the
ratio between parameter values α and β was set as same
as those in [33]. All the other parameters were set to their
optimal values that have been found in Section 6.2.
Previously the number of topics K were set a priori as
10 (the number of categories) as we need the category la-
bel for calculating the accuracy. However, using only 10
topics is not necessarily the optimal value for the question
retrieval task. Furthermore, it is well known that in general
we need to use more topics for larger datasets to achieve
the best topic modelling effect. Hence, we tried the mix-
ture language model with different values of K. As shown
in Figure 5, it is clear that the semantics-based approach
(C+T+S) achieves the best result when K = 40, and the
topic-based approach (C+T+T) achieves the optimal re-
sult when K = 50. These numbers are much smaller than
the corresponding optimal K value (200) reported in the
question-answer topic model [17]. As we explained in Sec-
tion 5.4, in the topic-based language model, the topics were
solely learned from the question-answer pairs at word-level,
whereas in the semantics-based language model model, the
topics are obtained from the question-answer pairs and also
the external knowledge repository at both the word-level and
the concept-level. Such semantic topics for each question are
more powerful and expressive in SGTM, and thereby a much
smaller number of topics is needed.
Given the optimal parameter values, the retrieval perfor-
mances of those approaches on the test set, measured by
P@10 and MAP , are reported in Table 4. Consistent to the
observation in [33], adding the translation-based language
model (C+T) brings substantial performance improvement
(a) YA (b) WA (c) YA (d) WA
Figure 5: (a) and (b) show the P@10 (%) of retrieval models with varying number of topics K; (c) and (d) show the NMI
(%) of retrieval models with varying number of topics K.
Table 3: The mixture coefficients for different question re-
trieval approaches.
.
C C+T C+T+T C+T+S
α 1 0.3 0.18 0.18
β 0 0.7 0.42 0.42
γ 0 0.0 0.40 0.40
to the classic language model (C). More importantly, it is
clear that our proposed hybrid approach incorporating the
semantics-based language model (C+T+S) outperforms the
state-of-the-art approaches (C+T) and also (C+T+T) sig-
nificantly, according to both P@10 and MAP on YA and
WA.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel semantic graph based
topic model (SGTM) for question retrieval. The new model
supersedes the existing category-based language models be-
cause (i) question topics are more fine-grained than question
categories; (ii) a question resides in only one category but
could belong to multiple topics; and (iii) the integration of
semantic graphs enables our topic model to capture the hid-
den contextual information of questions.
There are several interesting and promising directions in
which this work could be extended. First, when learning the
latent topics of questions, we could also include some meta-
data features such as the questions’ categories (which have
recently been shown to be useful for question retrieval [7]).
Second, SGTM in the current form relies on one of the sim-
plest topic models (PLSA), which makes sense as a first
step towards integrating semantic graphs into topic models,
but of course we could consider using more sophisticated
topic models like LDA. Finally, besides question retrieval,
SGTM could be applied to many other important tasks fac-
ing the lexical gap problem within CQA (such as question
recommendation) and beyond (such as sentiment analysis
on Twitter).
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